The GigaTrak® Asset Tracking System (ATS) gives you a quick and easy way to start tracking your office equipment, school items, and more. Barcode it and scan each item to ensure you know where all of your equipment is at all times!

Every organization has assets that are critical to their operation. With our GigaTrak® Asset Tracking System (ATS), items can easily be assigned and tracked to either a location or person. Find your assets when you need them and avoid the expense of purchasing unnecessary replacements. GigaTrak® Asset Tracking System – a simple to learn, easy-to-use, reliable tracking solution.

Use ATS to Track Your Assets:
- Test and Lab Equipment
- Office and School Furniture
- Computer Systems
- Maintenance Equipment
- Transportation Equipment
- Artwork and Displays
- Documents
- Your valuable assets – Trak them!

ATS Users Include:
- Corporations
- Schools and Universities
- Medical Facilities
- Contractors
- Government Agencies
- Development & Research Labs
- Service & Repair Companies
- Utilities
GigaTrak® ATS organizes and tracks asset inventory using an efficient check in/out process. Assets can be assigned a class, type, facility, location, condition, account, funding source and more! Assets are checked out to employees or locations. Audit locations to ensure items are present. Our goal is to provide a highly reliable, easy-to-use, low cost tracking solution.

Three different GigaTrak® editions provide solutions with features that best suit your needs. 1) ATS Basic Edition gives you multiple user options with label printing, reservations, and more. 2) ATS Professional Edition adds the scheduling and tracking of maintenance as well as user defined fields. 3) For larger institutions, including schools and universities, look to our ATS School Edition to manage and import student, staff and faculty records.

We Make it Easy!
- Simple installation on any Windows 7 or later computer system and network with either an Access or SQL Server database.
- Systems bundles have everything that you need including Software, hardware, labels, and more!
- Customization options available both now and at any time in the future to meet your specific requirements.
- Technical Support and Training options. We support everything you purchase from GigaTrak!

Microsoft™ Access and SQL Server options with single-user and network licensing available. 90-days telephone support included with extended support optional. For an online demo call or email us.